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Overview3and3objectives
We present our on"going QuakeCoRE"funded work on strong motion seismology for

Dunedin–Mosgiel area, focusing on ground motion simulations for the Dunedin

Central Business District (CBD). Source modelling and ground motion simulations are

being carried out using the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) Broadband

Simulation Platform (SCEC BBP). The sources considered for ground motion

simulations include major active faults near Dunedin that have been the foci of recent

paleoseismic studies (Akatore, Titri, Dunstan and Hyde faults), along with the distant

Alpine Fault source.

1D3Site3analysis
Seismic site effects are related to the amplification of seismic waves in surficial

geological layers . We are presently undertaking site response analysis for ground

motion simulations via nonlinear total stress propagation method, using OpenSees

software.

As large earthquakes have not been experienced in Dunedin in the time period of

historical observation (since 1840) we have attempted to validate our simulations

based on a Mw 4.7 event from 2015 (shown in the map in Figure 1). The simulated,

amplified motions are compared against this recorded event from strong motion

stations in the city centre and southern Dunedin as a check on our site amplification

modelling relative to rock sites.

Validation
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Akatore Fault

Figure 3:,Akatore Fault,,NS,component,,

Mw,=,7.4,,Hypocentre in,the middle of

the fault

Dunstan Fault

Figure 4:,Dunstan Fault,,NS,component,,

Mw,=,7.4,,Hypocentre in,the middle of

the fault

Alpine,Fault

Figure 5:,Alpine,Fault,,NS,component,,

Mw,=,7.4,,Hypocentre in,the middle of

the fault
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Figure 6:,Soil model column,,used,for,site

analysis,,developed based on site

investigation in,Kettle Park,(South,Dunedin)
Figure,1:,Map,showing,the,strong,motion,stations,,active,faults,and,location,of,

the,2015,Mw4.7,earthquake,used,in,simulation,validations.,New,Zealand,

Transverse Mercator (NZTM2000),projection

Figure,7:,Validation,example.,Recorded,Mw4.7,event,compared,with,simulated,for,

SKFS,(South,Dunedin),soft,soils,ground,motion,station.
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The simulated ground motions show similarties to the recorded event in terms of

amplitude (after site amplification) and duration, which gives us some confidence in

the Site Analysis and ground motion simulations.

Note that second wave packet in the simulated records likely represents the waves
reflected at the Moho, as this is typically observed for small magnitude events when
using Graves and Pitarka simulation method.

The simulation method used is physics"based Graves and Pitarka method (Graves and

Pitarka 2010), with Mojave 1D velocity profile, which is the closest"available profile to

the area of interest in the SCEC BBP library.

For most smiulations the site is defined as the Dunedin CBD (actually the railway

station) or South Dunedin strong motion stations, with the soft sediments site

characteristics.

Figure 2:,Schematic showing workflow for,user"defined simulations.,The,elipses

represent modules chosen by,the user,,the rounded rectangules modules ones that

automatically executed.,The,green,rectangles are specified by,the user.
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